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Before Installing This Patch 

Note: RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 Service Pack 1 (SP1) patches include fixes from Authentication 

Manager 8.1 Patch 6. All Authentication Manager 8.1 SP1 patch releases are cumulative. 

Before installing this patch, review the following guidelines:  

 You must apply this patch to the primary and all replica instances in your RSA Authentication 

Manager 8.1 SP1 deployment. Make sure you apply the patch to the primary instance before 

applying the patch to the replica instances. 

 If you have a replicated environment, all replica instances must be running and replicating 

successfully when you apply the patch to the primary or replica instances. All instances must be 

able to communicate while the patch is applied. 

 You must have at least 4 GB of free disk space to apply the patch. 

 You must upgrade a VMware virtual appliance or a hardware appliance to version 8.1 SP1 before 

installing this patch. See the RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 Setup and Configuration Guide 

Revision 2 for instructions. 
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Installing a Patch 

The RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 SP1 Patch 3 ZIP file (am-update-8.1.1.3.0.zip) contains the 

following files: 

 am-update-8.1.1.3.0.iso. The RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 SP1 Patch 3 ISO file that is used 

to apply the patch to Authentication Manager. 

 RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 Migration Export Utility. The folder that contains the 

necessary files for installing the updated Migration Export Utility on version 7.1. If you plan to 

perform a migration from version 7.1, or are testing the version 7.1 migration process, use this 

version of the utility with Patch 3. See RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 Migration Export Utility 

on page 7 for details. 

You can apply an update through your web browser, or you can store patches in an NFS share, a shared 

folder on Windows, a DVD/CD, or an ISO image on your local machine.  

The overall steps to install this patch are as follows: 

 Specify a Product Update Location 

 Scan for Product Updates 

 Apply Product Update 

Specify a Product Update Location 

To specify a product update location, or to edit a previously specified location, perform the following 

procedure. This will allow RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 SP1 to locate patches.  

If you have already specified a location, see Scan for Product Updates on page 3. 

Before You Begin  

To scan for updates on an RSA-supplied DVD or CD, do the following:  

 On a hardware appliance, use the DVD/CD drive or mount an ISO image.  

 On a virtual appliance, you must configure the virtual appliance to mount a DVD/CD or an ISO 

image. See the Operations Console Help topic “VMWare DVD/CD or ISO Image Mounting 

Guidelines.”  

Procedure 

1. In the Operations Console, click Maintenance > Update & Rollback. 

2. On the Update & Rollback page, the default update source is your local browser. To change that 

setting, click Configure Update Source.  

Note: If the update file is smaller than 2 GB, you can upload it through your local browser. If the size 

of the patch file exceeds 2 GB, however, you must change the update source settings and configure a 

new update source. 
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3. On the Configure Update Sources page, specify a location for updates. 

 To apply a specific update, select Use your web browser to upload an update. You do not 

need to scan for updates. 

 To scan for updates on an NFS share, select Use NFS as the update source. Enter the full 

path, including the IP address or hostname where updates are stored. For example: 

192.168.1.2:/updates 

 To scan for updates on a Windows shared folder, select Use Windows Share as the update 

source.  

o In the Windows Share Path field, enter the full path, including the IP address or 

hostname where updates are stored. For example: \\192.168.1.2\updates 

o (Optional) In the Windows Username field, enter a username. If your Windows 

share configuration requires it, enter the domain and username. 

o (Optional) In the Windows Password field, enter a password only if it is required by 

your Windows share configuration. 

 To scan for updates on a DVD or CD, select Use DVD/CD as the update source. 

4. To test the NFS or Windows share directory settings, click Test Connection.  

A message indicates whether the configured shared directory is available to the primary or replica 

instance. 

5. Click Save. 

Next Steps 

Do one of the following: 

 If you configured your local web browser as the method to apply an update, see Apply Product 

Update on page 4. 

 If you configured an NFS share, a Windows shared directory, or a DVD/CD as an update 

location, see Scan for Product Updates on page 3. 

Scan for Product Updates 

If you configured an NFS share, a Windows shared directory, or a DVD/CD as an update location, you 

can scan to locate and review a list of available product updates. If you want to apply an update through 

your local web browser, then you do not need to scan for updates. 

Procedure 

1. In the Operations Console, click Maintenance > Update & Rollback. 

2. Click Scan for Updates.  

The system displays the progress of the scan on the Basic Status View tab. You can view more 

detailed information on the Advanced Status View tab. 

3. Click Done to return to the Update & Rollback page. 
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4. In the Applied Updates section, click Download Detailed History Log for a complete update 

history. 

The Applied Updates section displays the updates applied to the instance. This section includes 

the update version numbers, the time and date that each update was applied, and which 

administrator applied the update. 

Note: After you scan for updates, the new list displays for 24 hours. Logging out of the Operations 

Console does not remove the list from the system cache. If you restart the Operations Console, download 

additional updates, or change the product update locations, you must perform another scan to see the most 

current list. 

Next Steps 

Apply the patch to the RSA Authentication Manager deployment.  

Apply Product Update 

Apply the patch to the primary instance first, and then to each replica instance. 

Before You Begin 

 Ensure that port 8443/TCP is open for https traffic.  

Access to this port is required for real-time status messages when applying Authentication 

Manager patches and service packs. 

During a product update, the appliance opens this port in its internal firewall. The appliance 

closes this port when the update is complete. 

If an external firewall blocks this port, the browser displays an inaccessible or blank web page, 

but the update can successfully complete. 

 Specify a Product Update Location, as described on page 2. 

 If you have configured an NFS share, a Windows shared directory, or a DVD/CD as an update 

location, Scan for Product Updates, as described on page 3. 

 In a replicated deployment, after upgrading the primary instance, wait for the replication status to 

return to normal for all replica instances before upgrading the replica instances. To verify the 

replication status, log on to the primary instance Operations Console, and click Deployment 

Configuration > Instances > Status Report. 

 Download and unzip the patch from SecurCare Online to a location that the primary or replica 

instance can access. 

Procedure 

1. In the Operations Console, click Maintenance > Update & Rollback. 

2. RSA recommends that you apply the most recent update. Do one of the following, depending on 

your configuration: 

 To apply an update through your local web browser, do the following: 

a. Click Upload & Apply Update. 

b. Under Update Location, click Browse to navigate to the location of the update. You 
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cannot type the update location in the Update Path field. 

c. Click Upload.  

 If you have configured an NFS share, a Windows shared directory, or a DVD/CD as an 

update location, do the following: 

a. Click Scan for Updates. Available Updates displays all of the updates that can be 

applied.  

b. Next to the update to apply, click Apply Update. 

3. Check update details, enter the password for the User ID rsaadmin, and then click Apply. 

As the update process begins, the following occurs: 

 In the Upload & Apply window, the Basic Status View tab shows the progress of the update 

preparation process. More detailed information appears on the Advanced Status View tab. 

 When the update preparation is complete, the Upload & Apply window closes, and a new 

browser window opens in which to complete the update process.  

Note: The first time the update is applied, a certificate warning might appear. In this case, 

you can safely click Continue to this website to proceed with the update. 

 In the new browser window, the Update Installer applies the update. The Basic Status View 

tab shows the progress of the update as it is applied. More detailed information appears on the 

Advanced Status View tab.  

4. When the update is complete, click Done. 

The Operations Console opens to the Log On page. 

Applying the patch results in the following: 

 In the Operations Console, on the Update & Rollback page, the update appears in the Applied 

Updates section. To save the high-level update history, click Download Detailed History Log. 

 In the Security Console, the Software Version Information page is updated with the patch 

number.  

Next Steps  

 If the deployment includes a web tier, you must update the web tier when you update the version 

of Authentication Manager. Authentication Manager provides an Update button in the Operations 

Console for each web tier that is out-of-date. For more information, see “Update the Web Tier” in 

Appendix A of the RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 Setup and Configuration Guide.  

 You can download a detailed log file containing the information that was displayed on the 

Advanced Status View tab. The file is named update-version-timestamp.log, where version is 

the update version number and timestamp is the time that the update completed. For instructions, 

see the Operations Console Help topic “Download Troubleshooting Files.”  

 After you have upgraded the primary instance and all of the replica instances, verify that 

replication and RADIUS replication is functioning correctly on the primary instance and each 

replica instance.  
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Rolling Back This Patch 

When you roll back a patch, you remove the patch and all of the fixes included in the update. You can 

only remove the last patch that was applied to Authentication Manager. 

Procedure 

1. In the Operations Console, click Maintenance > Update & Rollback. 

Under Applied Updates, a list of updates displays with the following information: 

 Version. The version of the update. To see the current version of the Authentication Manager 

instance, refer to the top of the Update & Rollback page. 

 Updated on. When the update was applied. If a log file is available, you can click Download 

log to save and read information about the update process. 

 Updated by. The user who applied the update. 

 Action. Displays the Roll Back Update button or the message “Cannot be rolled back.” 

2. To roll back the last update that was applied, click Roll Back Update. Only a reversible update 

can be rolled back. 

3. Enter the password for the User ID rsaadmin, and then click Rollback.  

As the patch rollback process begins, the following occurs: 

 In the Confirm Rollback Update window, the Basic Status View tab shows the progress of 

the rollback preparation process. More detailed information appears on the Advanced Status 

View tab. 

 When the update preparation is complete, the Confirm Rollback Update window closes, and 

a new browser window opens in which to complete the rollback process.  

 In the new browser window, the Update Installer rolls back the update. The Basic Status 

View tab shows the progress of the update as it is rolled back. More detailed information 

appears on the Advanced Status View tab. 

4. When the rollback is complete, click Done. 

The Operations Console opens to the Log On page. 

Rolling back the patch results in the following: 

 In the Operations Console, on the Update & Rollback page, the update no longer appears in the 

Applied Updates section. 

 In the Security Console, the Software Version Information page no longer displays the patch 

number. 
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Upgrading to RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 SP1 Patch 3 

RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 SP1 is a prerequisite release for this patch. Therefore, you must deploy 

version 8.1 SP1, then apply Patch 3, and then you can migrate data from an earlier version.  

 For the VMware virtual appliance and the hardware appliance, you deploy version 8.1 and then 

apply SP1 as described in the RSA Authentication Manager Setup and Configuration Guide. 

 For the Hyper-V virtual appliance, you deploy a new appliance (which gives you RSA 

Authentication Manager 8.1 SP1 on a Hyper-V virtual appliance). 

This section provides information to guide you in migrating from previous releases.  

From RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 

If you are migrating from RSA Authentication Manager 6.1, refer to the following documents: 

 RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 to 8.1 Migration Preparation Guide – This document is 

available, along with the RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 Migration Assessment Utility, on 

RSA SecurCare Online, at the following location: 

https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com/scolcms/set.aspx?id=9620  

 RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 to 8.1 Migration Guide  

From RSA Authentication Manager 7.1  

If you are migrating from RSA Authentication Manager 7.1, refer to one of the following documents, as 

appropriate for your configuration: 

 RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 to 8.1 Migration Guide: Upgrading RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 

on Existing Hardware. 

 RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 to 8.1 Migration Guide: Migrating to a New Hardware 

Appliance or Virtual Appliance. 

RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 Migration Export Utility 

To migrate from RSA Authentication Manager 7.1, or to test the migration process, do the following: 

1. Install the RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 Migration Export Utility, which is packaged with 

this patch.  

2. Use the utility to generate a migration package for your pre-production testing environment. 

If you have already installed another version of the RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 Migration Export 

Utility on version 7.1 for testing purposes, you must do the following:  

1. Uninstall the previous version of the utility. 

2. Install the utility that is packaged with this patch.  

3. Generate a new migration package for your version 8.1 pre-production testing environment. 

https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com/scolcms/set.aspx?id=9620
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To install the utility, access the required files in the RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 Migration 

Export Utility folder that appears when you extract the patch ZIP file. For instructions on installing or 

uninstalling the utility, see one of the following documents, as appropriate for your configuration: 

 RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 to 8.1 Migration Guide: Upgrading RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 

on Existing Hardware 

 RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 to 8.1 Migration Guide: Migrating to a New Hardware 

Appliance or Virtual Appliance 

From RSA Authentication Manager 8.0  

If you are upgrading from RSA Authentication Manager 8.0, refer to Appendix A, “Upgrading 

RSA Authentication Manager 8.0 to 8.1,” in the RSA Authentication Manager 8.1 Setup and 

Configuration Guide. 
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New Features and Enhancements in Patch 2 

Filtering Activity Monitor Events Based on Administrator Scope of 
Authorization 

To address issue AM-28409, patch 2 adds the capability to filter Authentication Activity Monitor events 

based on administrator scope of authorization. You can filter events shown in the Authentication Manager 

Activity monitors so that administrators with restricted scope permissions such as help desk administrator 

are able to view only those events that are within the scoped security domain of the administrator. 

Issue an rsautil command to restrict logging to the scoped security domain of the Security Console 

administrator.  

Procedures 

To restrict logging to the scoped security domain of the Security Console administrator: 

1. Log on to the appliance using an SSH client.  

2. Change directories: 
cd /opt/rsa/am/utils 

3. Issue this command: 
./rsautil store -o <OCadmin> -a add_config 

auth_manager.activity_monitor.scope_security_domain true GLOBAL 500 

4. Restart all Authentication Manager services on the primary server and replicas: 
cd /opt/rsa/am/server 

./rsaserv restart all 

To undo the change: 

1. Issue this command: 
./rsautil store -o <OCadmin> -a update_config 

auth_manager.activity_monitor.scope_security_domain false GLOBAL 500 

2. Restart all Authentication Manager services on the primary server and replicas: 
cd /opt/rsa/am/server 

./rsaserv restart all 
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Listing User Group Membership in Reports 

To address issue AM-28749, patch 2 changed the way that group membership is handled in the following 

reports: 

 Token Expiration Report 

 All Users 

In patch 2, by default, reports results do not list group membership. However, you can list all the user's 

groups or only groups managed by Authentication Manager by executing rsautil commands shown in 

these procedures. 

Procedures 

To list all the user’s groups or only groups managed by Authentication Manager: 

1. Log on to the appliance using an SSH client.  

2. Change directories: 
cd /opt/rsa/am/utils 

3. Do one of the following:  

- To enable listing all internal and external groups for the All Users report, enter the following 

command: 
./rsautil store -o <OCadmin> -a add_config 

auth_manager.reports.principal.all_group true GLOBAL 500 

Note – Issue AM-29041 (resolved in patch 3) causes the Token Expiration report to fail if 

the report does not use the Identity Source filter and the all_group setting is set to true. 

To run the Token Expiration report successfully, include the Identity Source filter in the 

report job or disable the all_group setting as described in the next procedure. 

- To enable listing the groups managed by authentication manager enter the following 

command: 
./rsautil store -o <OCadmin> -a add_config 

auth_manager.reports.principal.registered_group_only true GLOBAL 500 

4. Restart all Authentication Manager services on the primary server and replicas: 
cd /opt/rsa/am/server 

./rsaserv restart all 

To disable listing all the user’s groups or only groups managed by Authentication Manager: 

1. Do one of the following:  

- To disable listing all internal and external groups for the user, enter the following  command: 
./rsautil store -o <OCadmin> -a update_config 

auth_manager.reports.principal.all_group false GLOBAL 500 

- To disable listing the groups managed by authentication manager enter the following 

command: 
./rsautil store -o <OCadmin> -a update_config 

auth_manager.reports.principal.registered_group_only false GLOBAL 500 

2. Restart all Authentication Manager services on the primary server and replicas: 
cd /opt/rsa/am/server 

./rsaserv restart all 
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Known Issues 

Issue AM-29081 is fixed in Patch 3, but changes to agent alternate IP addresses caused by the 
issue are not reset to the correct address 

Tracking Number: AM-29081 (resolved in patch 3) 

Problem: Issue AM-29081 (discovered in patch 2) set agent alternate IP addresses to 127.0.0.1 for new 

and edited agent configurations. The issue is corrected but any address changes caused by the issue are 

not returned to the proper address.  

Workaround: Review agent alternate IP address settings, correcting any that have been changed.  

Internet Explorer 11 removes the Compatibility View button resulting in rendering issues for some 
web page interfaces 

Tracking Number: Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 issue 

Problem: Microsoft removed the deprecated Compatibility View button from the address bar. Websites 

should be updated to use newer edge mode page rendering techniques instead of compatibility mode.  

Workaround: If pages are not rendering correctly, you can enable compatibility mode in Internet 

Explorer 11: 

1. Click the gear (settings) icon in the top-right corner of Internet Explorer 11. 

2. Select Compatibility View settings from the drop-down menu. 

3. Check the Use Microsoft compatibility lists checkbox to enable compatibility mode. 

4. Enter the URL of an incorrectly rendered page to the Add this website: field and click Add. This 

forces the browser to always use compatibility mode for this page.  

An Operations Console administrator User ID migrated from version 7.1 is case-sensitive during 
replica attachment 

Tracking Number: AM-27869 

Problem: To attach a replica instance with an Operations Console administrator that you migrated from 

version 7.1, you must enter the correct case for the Operations Console administrator User ID or replica 

attachment fails. 

Workaround: In version 8.1, enter the same case-sensitive Operations Console administrator User ID 

that was migrated from version 7.1, or make the User ID ignore case by changing the password for the 

migrated administrator.You can change an Operations Console administrator password by logging onto 

the Security Console, and selecting Administration > Manage OC Administrators. 

If you create a new Operations Console administrator in version 8.1, the User ID is not case-sensitive. 

The first Quick Setup task on a Hyper-V virtual appliance displays a later start time than the 
second task 

Tracking Number: AM-28393 

Problem: If you select a Network Time Protocol (NTP) server for RSA Authentication Manager that the 

Hyper-V host machine does not use, the first Quick Setup task might display a later start time than the 

second Quick Setup task. 

Workaround: This time display issue does not affect deployment or RSA SecurID authentication. 
 
Web tier displays an Offline status while an update is in progress 

Tracking Number: AM-28447 

Problem: After applying an update or customization to the web tier, the web tier displays an Offline 

status. An Updating in Progress status should be displayed instead. 

Workaround: Wait for the web tier update to complete. The web-tier status changes to Online. 
Automated scanning tools might falsely report a Shellshock vulnerability 

Tracking Number: AM-28511 

Problem: An update for the appliance Bash shell corrects vulnerabilities CVE-2014-6271, CVE-2014-

6277, CVE-2014-6278, CVE-2014-7169, CVE-2014-7186 and CVE-2014-7187 (Shellshock). Some 
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automated scanning tools might falsely report a Shellshock vulnerability if the tools base their reports 

upon the Bash RPM version. 

Workaround: You can ignore the false reports. The vulnerable binaries in the Bash RPM were replaced. 

For more information on how RSA addressed the Bash (Shellshock) vulnerabilities, see the 

Knowledgebase article a67980 at 
https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com/scolcms/knowledge.aspx?solution=a67980. 
 
Hyper-V Heartbeat service is unavailable on the Hyper-V virtual appliance 

Tracking Number: AM-28552 

Problem: The Hyper-V Heartbeat service integration is not functional in this release. Hyper-V 

administrators do notreceive a heartbeat status report at regular intervals for each Hyper-V virtual 

appliance. 

Workaround: To verify the status or the responsiveness of a virtual machine, the administrator can log 

on to the virtual machine remotely, through the Hyper-V Virtual Machine Manager Console, or through 

the Hyper-V Manager. 

 

Version 6.1 migration can create duplicate version 8.1 identity attributes 

Tracking Number: AM-28624 

Problem: Migrated version 6.1 user extension attributes that have a single value and are defined in the 

map file create duplicate identity attributes in version 8.1. The extra version 8.1 attributes have the 

“AM61_” prefix. 

Workaround: To verify that a version 8.1 attribute is not needed, check the map file and also verify that 

the attribute is not a local attribute in version 6.1. 

For information on when an attribute with the “AM61_” prefix is needed, see the RSA Authentication 

Manager 6.1 to 8.1 Migration Guide. 

To delete extra attributes: 

1. In the Security Console, click Identity > Identity Attribute Definitions > Manage Existing. 

All migrated identity attributes are labeled as “Migrated from AM 6.1.x on <date>.” 

2. Select the identity attribute definition that you want to delete, and click Delete. 

3. Click Delete Identity Attribute Definition. 
 
VMware virtual appliance does not include a DVD/CD drive 

Tracking Number: AM-28663 

Problem: The VMware virtual appliance does not include a DVD/CD drive for applying updates. 

Workaround: Use the VMware vSphere Client to shut down the virtual machine and add a DVD/CD 

drive. For more information, see the Operations Console Help topic “VMware DVD/CD or ISO Image 

Mounting Guidelines.” 

In addition, you can apply RSA Authentication Manager updates through your local browser, or you can 

scan for stored updates in an NFS share or a Windows shared folder. 
 
Version 7.1 migration does not add QR Code information to the e-mail notification template for 
approved software tokens 

Tracking Number: AM-28678 

Problem: Version 8.1 SP1 includes an e-mail notification template for approved software tokens in the 

initial workflow policy. You can do one of the following: 

• Update this template with content from the 7.1 software token e-mail notification template that you 

saved prior to migration 

• Use the e-mail notification template that is provided in the 8.1 SP1 default policy. 

If you use the default e-mail notification template and you want to distribute software tokens with 

QR Codes, then you must add QR Code information to the default e-mail notification template. 
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Workaround: For instructions on how to update the template, see “Configure the Approved Software 

Token Notification Template After Migration” in the RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 to 8.1 Migration 

Guide: Migrating to a New Hardware Appliance or Virtual Appliance. 

To add QR Code information, you can copy and paste text from these release notes: 

1. In the Security Console, select Setup > Self-Service Settings. 

2. Click Workflow Policies. 

3. Right click Initial Workflow Policy and select Edit. 

4. Click the Software Token tab. 

5. In the Approved Software Token Notification section, update the necessary text in the Body 

field. 

Original Text New Text 

Replace the text at the beginning of the template: 

#if(${Principal.FirstName})${Principal.FirstName}, 
your#else Your #end software token request has been 
approved. Follow the steps below to import your 
software token. Please view this e-mail on the device 
where you are importing the token. ${MailComposer.NL} 
${MailComposer.NL} 
<b>Instructions</b> ${MailComposer.NL} 
1. Install the RSA SecurID token application (if not 
already installed). 
${MailComposer.NL}${MailComposer.NL} 
#if( ${MailComposer.DownloadURL} ) 
${MailComposer.DownloadURL} 
${MailComposer.NL}${MailComposer.NL} 
#end 

 

#if(${Principal.FirstName})${Principal.FirstName}, 
your#else Your #end software token request has been 
approved.#if( ${MailComposer.TokenTypeQRCode} ) 
Follow the steps below to activate your 
token.${MailComposer.NL}${MailComposer.NL}#else 
Follow the steps below to import your software token. 
Please view this e-mail on the device where you are 
importing the token. ${MailComposer.NL} 
${MailComposer.NL} 
#end 
<b>Instructions</b> ${MailComposer.NL} 
${MailComposer.NL} 
#if( ${MailComposer.TokenTypeQRCode} ) 
1. Install the RSA SecurID Software Token app, version 2.0 
or higher, on your mobile device. If you do not have the 
app, you can download it 
from the app store for your device. ${MailComposer.NL} 
<b>Note:</b> The Scan QR Code option is not supported 
on iOS 6. ${MailComposer.NL} 
#else 
1. Install the RSA SecurID token application (if not already 
installed). ${MailComposer.NL}${MailComposer.NL} 
#end 
#if( ${MailComposer.DownloadURL} ) 
${MailComposer.DownloadURL} 
${MailComposer.NL}${MailComposer.NL} 
#end 

Add a new section following the Nokia 1.x section: 

#elseif( (${MailComposer.TokenTypeCtkip}) && 
(${MailComposer.TokenType} == "Nokia 1.x")) 
2. Copy the following URL and paste it into the Import 
Token screen in the RSA SecurID application to import your 
token. 
${MailComposer.NL}${MailComposer.NL} 
${MailComposer.CtkipURL}${MailComposer.NL}${MailCom 
poser.NL} 
#if( ${MailComposer.CtkipAuthCodeExpirationDate}) 
Activation Code Expires On: 
${MailComposer.CtkipAuthCodeExpirationDate} 
${MailComposer.NL} ${MailComposer.NL} 
#end 

#elseif( (${MailComposer.TokenTypeCtkip}) && 
(${MailComposer.TokenType} == "Nokia 1.x")) 
2. Copy the following URL and paste it into the Import 
Token screen in the RSA SecurID application to import 
your 
token. 
${MailComposer.NL}${MailComposer.NL} 
${MailComposer.CtkipURL}${MailComposer.NL}${Mail
Com 
poser.NL} 
#if( ${MailComposer.CtkipAuthCodeExpirationDate}) 
Activation Code Expires On: 
${MailComposer.CtkipAuthCodeExpirationDate} 
${MailComposer.NL} ${MailComposer.NL} 
#end 
#elseif( (${MailComposer.TokenTypeCtkip}) && 
(${MailComposer.TokenTypeQRCode} )) 
2. Log on to the Self-Service Console from a device 
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other 
than the one on which the RSA SecurID Token app is 
installed. 
${MailComposer.NL} 
Self-Service Console Link: 
${MailComposer.SelfserviceConsoleURL} 
${MailComposer.NL} 
3. In the <b>My Authenticators</b> section of the My 
Account page, click <b>Activate your token</b>. 
${MailComposer.NL} 
4. Follow instructions in the Activate Your Token 
window to 
activate your RSA SecurID software token. 
${MailComposer.NL} 
${MailComposer.NL} 
#if( ${MailComposer.CtkipAuthCodeExpirationDate}) 
Note: The "Activate your token" link expires on 
(${MailComposer.CtkipAuthCodeExpirationDate}) 
${MailComposer.NL} ${MailComposer.NL} 
#end 

Update the text before the <b>Request Details</b> 
section: 

Self-Service Console Link:${MailComposer.NL} 
${MailComposer.SelfserviceConsoleURL}${MailComp
oser. 
NL}${MailComposer.NL} 

#if( !${MailComposer.TokenTypeQRCode} ) 
Self-Service Console Link:${MailComposer.NL} 
${MailComposer.SelfserviceConsoleURL}${MailComp
oser. 
NL}${MailComposer.NL} 
#end 

6. Click Save.  

 

Excess traffic between LDAP and Authentication Manager can cause performance issues 

Tracking Number: AM-28295  

Problem: Excess traffic between LDAP and Authentication Manager can cause performance issues in 

configurations where a Base Domain Identity Source is mapped in the Operations Console, and 

Organizational Units under that Base Domain are mapped to sub-security domains. 

Workaround: RSA recommends configuring a separate Identity Source in Operations Console for each 

individual Organizational Unit.  

On Red Hat® Enterprise Linux®, the Authentication Manager 8.1 SP1 web tier might fail to start 

Tracking Number: AM-28350  

Problem: On Red Hat
®
 Enterprise Linux

®
, the Authentication Manager 8.1 web tier fails to start unless 

/bin/bash is set as the default shell for the user account that installs and runs the web tier.  

Workaround: RSA recommends configuring /bin/bash as the default shell for any user account that will 

install or run the web tier. 
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Defects Fixed in This Patch 

8.1 SP1 P3 

Patch 3 contains fixes for the following issues:  

AM-26881 – Error message is non-intuitive and unclear. 

AM-28597 – Data File Usage MIB OIDs described in the SNMP reference guides for the virtual 

appliance and for the hardware appliance are not supported by Authentication Manager.  This fully 

resolves issue AM-28766 which was partially resolved in 8.1 SP1 patch 1.  

AM-28636 – Security console “Lookup user” defaults to 'contains', causing a more extensive LDAP 

lookup for users that times out LDAP connections. 

AM-28686 – Provide network configurable parameters to better handle network errors and interrupt 

conditions during data replication that may prevent resynchronization of a replica with a newly-promoted 

primary server. 

AM-28708 – AM 8.1 patch 5, user attribute cannot be edited.  

AM-28742 – Edit User from Dashboard does not respond after clicking Save. 

AM-28754 – AM Batch job failing. 

AM-28855 - Cannot request or troubleshoot keyfob token via self-service console if you set shipping 

address to hidden or ready only. 

AM-28904 – AM 8.1 SP1: error in the trace about AMGroup. 

AM-28907 – Add New License does not restrict input file type to XML. 

AM-28936 – User has 2 hardware tokens assigned. One placed into emergency access prevents the other 

token from working.  

AM-28963 – Searching for members of groups where members have custom attributes stored in an 

external identity source may produce an internal error on the Security Console.  

AM-28973 – Windows integration password introduces unicode null causing Exporting users and token 

to fail. 

AM-29010 – Wrong error message generated when rollback is failing due to low disk space. 

AM-29017 – Security questions not working in self-service console after migrating users from 

Authentication Manager 7.1 to Authentication Manager 8.1, SP1 Patch1. 

AM-29041 – Token Expiration report job fails to run when no Identity Source filter is selected and group 

utilities CLU is set to true. 

AM-29064 – Locked Out of All Users report always shows FALSE 

AM-29081 - Adding new agents or editing existing agents with alternate IP addresses causes all of the 

addresses to be replaced with a single address: 127.0.0.1. See Known Issue for Tracking Number AM-

29081 for possible additional action needed. 

8.1 SP1 P2 

Patch 2 contains fixes for the following issues:  
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AM-25770 – Self-service error is returned when requesting replacement for a software token which is not 

linked to a profile. 

AM-27398 – Inconsistent behavior when external Active Directory user clicks “Forgot your password” 

on Self Service Console home page. 

AM-27539 – Authentication Manager 8.0 and 8.1 replication logs are purged too quickly, preventing root 

cause analysis. 

AM-27670 – Typo in Token Expiration report. 

AM-27964 – Webtier needs reinstalling if an update to third party software such as JDK occurs during 

patch update or Authentication Manager upgrade. 

AM-28051 – An"object not found" error reported when trying to unassign or delete an existing token. 

AM-28227 – Oracle Critical Patch Update Advisory of October 2014 has been reviewed and applicable 

vulnerabilities are corrected. 

AM-28467 – Webtier install log contains an incorrect error message "Unable to get the current logfile 

size with stat: The filename, directory name, or volume label syntax is incorrect. (0x7b)." 

AM-28643 – Dry run mode migration from Authentication Manager 6.1.2 to Authentication Manager 8.1 

failed with error “Unable to lookup agent with IP”. 

AM-28698 – Issue importing users and tokens from one AM 8.1 to another  

AM-28749 – The Token Expiration Report and the All Users report were taking excessive time to 

complete when including group membership. Patch 2 omits group membership in reports to accelerate 

generation but provides two commands to include group membership when needed. For details, see 

Listing User Group Membership in Reports. Patch 2 has also changed the default filter to omit listing 

users with or without fixed passcodes to accelerate report generation. Change the setting from 

“unspecified” on the filter “User has Fixed passcode” to include this data in reports if needed. Note that 

including more data increases the time needed to generate reports. 

AM-28858 – For some LDAP settings some reports take a long time and generate excessive ldap traffic. 

Affected reports are: All Users, Users with Tokens, Token Expiration Report, Users never logged in with 

token, Users Enabled for On-Demand Authentication, and Users with days since last login using specific 

token. 

AM-28862 – Second migration from Authentication Manager 7.1 to Authentication Manager 8.1 fails 

when "Retain system settings" is used as duplicate key value violates unique certificate requirement. 

AM-28924 –Several OS components are not at their latest versions.  

AM-28947 – In some cases patch installation fails during finalization due to an empty rsautil file error. 

AM-28980 – Firefox build 36 and later does not connect to Authentication Manager or Authentication 

Manager web-tier consoles. 

8.1 SP1 P1 

Patch 1 contains fixes for the following issues:  

AM-27138 – The Authentication SDK 8.5 only sets a new PIN on On-Demand Authenticator when that 

authenticator is enabled for a user. 

AM-27744 – Authentication Manager 8.1 backups using NTLMv2 not working. 

AM-28529 – Installing patches deletes the AMBulkAdmin.jar file in Authentication Manager 8.1 SP1. 
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AM-28553 – Self Service Console Provisioning Request returns inconsistent Workflow date and time.  

AM-28535 – Unnecessary day file downloads causing server performance issues.  

AM-28637 – Authentication Manager 8.1 load balancer issue can block access to self-service console. 

AM-28645 – Migrating from Authentication Manager 6.1 to 8.1 with restricted agents creates only one 

group if multiple agents share the same short name (for example test.rsa.com and test.emc.com).  

AM-28647 – Authentication Manager 8.1-PIN case sensitivity issue when using "set of one-time 

tokencodes"  

AM-28656 –Only the Super Admin user can run the report template "Token Expiration" after updating to 

patch 5.  

AM-28707 – Authentication Manager 8.1-SMS_FEATURE_NOT_LICENSED error returned when 

trying to change mobile number for user already enabled for ODA. 

AM-28717 – Authentication Manager 8.1 Self-Service Localization into Norwegian is not complete. 

AM-28745 – Users are unable to request a replacement hardware token from self-service console. 

AM-28771 – The radius export utility is unable to run on Windows 2003 systems where the msvcr71.dll 

is missing. 

AM-28766 – The Patch OID and Data File Usage OID defined in the SNMP reference guides for the 

virtual appliance and for the hardware appliance are no longer supported. Patch OIDs are removed from 

the SNMP reference guides. Data File Usage OIDs still exist in the SNMP reference guides. See Known 

Issue AM-28597 for more information.  

AM-28767 – Some users attempting to set or change their delivery options in the self-service console 

receive a license violation error "On-demand authentication not licensed". 

AM-28768 – Replication for actions such as clearing or setting a node secret, and enabling verbose trace 

logging is taking up to 3 minutes to propagate changes.  

AM-28770 –Web Tier Server check for update operations may cause CPU usage spikes up to 100%. 

AM-28772 – System sends memory usage SNMP Trap even if the threshold setting is not exceeded. 

AM-28787 – Logging out from the console produces an un-validated browser re-direct. 

AM-28788 – Adding, deleting, and reading Agent Hosts takes up to 30 seconds to render the page.  

AM-28791 – Web-Tier actions requiring an update generate a large number of empty folders in 

<InstallHome>/server/servers/AdminServer/tmp. 

AM-28792 – Spelling error in Authentication Monitor Description for Passcode Accepted action. 

AM-28793 – Spelling error in the Authentication Manager Self-Service Console Change PIN screen.  

AM-28796 – Authentication Manager could stop authenticating users even though the services are 

running.  

AM-28797 – Replication fails when password changes on a replica exceed password policy Restrict Re-

Use limits. 

AM-28798 – On-Demand token SMS phone numbers stored with leading zeros for dialer compatibility 

fail for LDAP users when used by Authentication Manager Send Test Text Message functionality. 

AM-28799 – Selecting Identity Sources in Security Console > Settings > Self Service Settings dialog 

returns an error that identity sources do not exist even when identity sources are correctly configured. 
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AM-28808 –If you migrate agent hosts 6.x to 8.1 that have group activations assigned to them, and, those 

groups do not have any users in them, the resulting 8.x agent hosts no longer have the assigned agent 

hosts. 

AM-28809  – Evaluation licenses expired without an obvious warning message. Now a message appears 

notifying that the license will expire soon. The message directs administrators to check the license status 

page for details. 

AM-28856 – Customers who installed Authentication Manager 8.1 Patch 5 or Patch 6 and then upgraded 

to SP1 may experience, replica attachment failure,  or database replication synchronization, or promotion 

failure with the following logged error: ERROR: ld.so: object '/lib/libreadline.so.5' from LD_PRELOAD 

cannot be preloaded: ignored. 
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Support and Service 

RSA SecurCare Online https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com 

Customer Support Information www.emc.com/support/rsa/index.htm  

RSA Ready Partner Solution Gallery https://gallery.emc.com/community/marketplace/rsa 
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